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Discuss the individuality of deaf-blindness with examples of children / 
students on your state census (Noah).

Detail different combinations of sensory loss to make the point on diversity: 
blind with mild loss;  deaf with cortical visual impairment, etc.

“Once you have met one individual with deaf-blindness, you have met ONE 
individual with deaf-blindness.”
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Many times the person that is most recognized / remembered as being deaf-
blind is Helen Keller.  
While Helen and her teacher Annie Sullivan played an important role in 
increasing awareness 
of the educational needs of someone who is deaf-blind, there are many very 
different faces of combined vision and hearing loss.
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Most teachers of children who are blind/visually impaired,  and teachers of 
the deaf/hard of hearing, 
have overview training in deaf-blindness, 
but these teachers do not usually have the equivalent of a deaf-blind 
specialist.  
These professionals, like other educators and related service providers, will 
need training specific to working with a child who is deaf-blind.
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Children who meet the criteria for their state deaf-blind project may or may 
not qualify for hearing loss and vision loss services
from their schools/districts and other agencies.

Different states may use different umbrella names. Parents may have a 
preference for how their child’s dual sensory loss is described.   
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Note the impact of ear infections (fluctuating hearing loss).

Simulations of what hearing loss can sound like: 

https://youtu.be/it4ZjKQ2WMQ

www.youtube.com/watch?v=4YxEuI1kHn8&NR=1

https://youtu.be/ar1Dq-M2ok4

https://youtu.be/JYU8dazc79A

https://youtu.be/ln8NHzVfJkQ 

https://youtu.be/9-rM0OgKLZo

https://youtu.be/04t-qpiT5-A
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Some conditions may result in a temporary label of deaf-blindness whereas 
others will confirm a long term label of deaf-blindness.

For example, a child with strabismus and amblyopia AND hearing loss may or 
may not continue to be considered deaf-blind based.
Cortical Visual Impairment (CVI) may be accompanied by optic nerve atrophy.  
This is usually a SYMPTOM of the underlying condition—CVI.  

https://youtu.be/v9CawJSUy2c?list=PL-u_LvTBjntGh7iI3C1LMuDkg5mht83Lo

https://youtu.be/LS-SgDaqYKM?list=PL-u_LvTBjntGh7iI3C1LMuDkg5mht83Lo

https://youtu.be/dPC_--R-Ma0?list=PL-u_LvTBjntGh7iI3C1LMuDkg5mht83Lo

https://youtu.be/6rbHOAtBNew?list=PL-u_LvTBjntGh7iI3C1LMuDkg5mht83Lo
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There are different types of vision loss (ocular, cortical, or both) and hearing 
loss (conductive…. CAP)

Range of vision loss may be different in each eye, in each ear.  Vision loss 
may be more or less severe than hearing loss.

The yellow boxes define the learners who have combined vision and hearing 
loss.
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From 2007 NCDB What is Deafblindness handout



The number of children / young adults (ages 0-22) currently registered with 
the FAVI Deaf-Blind Collaborative 
UNDERESTIMATES the number of children who cannot use their hearing and 
vision effectively
for communication and learning. 
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*The learner may rely greatly on a sense that has even significant 
compromise.

*Assumptions cannot be made about how a learner with deaf-blindness uses 
remaining senses.   A child with visual loss may still be a visual learner, etc.

*Touch may or may not be a dominant learning avenue initially.

The learner’s willingness to be touched or use touch may be compromised 
without a personal relationship with another person 

and/or without the use of hand-under-hand guidance.
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Presenter’s Notes:

Customize to your state eligibility criteria and personnel qualified to make the 
determination of sensory loss.
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This is a not a sequential list .  Each domain influences the others.
Social emotional affects relationships with everyone that the learner comes 
into contact with – at home, in the community, on the job, etc.

One of the biggest concerns with deaf-blindness is the feeling of isolation.  
There may be a tendency to focus inwardly unless people and the world are 
safe and inviting.
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Access = incidental learning, viewing items in a room / classroom, seeing 
print

Communication = hearing sounds or other’s voices, watching body language, 
etc.



*Vision loss typically affects incidental learning, concepts development, and 
mobility.

*Hearing loss typically affects communication and socialization.

*All degrees of combined vision loss combined and compound the individual 
sensory losses.

*There is not a domain or aspect of a learner’s life that will not be influenced 
by dual sensory loss.  
*The more we understanding about the affects of deaf-blindness, the better 
we can work to alleviate and minimize potential challenges.
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Research has proven that support variables affect a learner’s outcomes.  

Example: 
Child identified at an early age with a congenital dual loss versus an older 
student who has a loss such as later vision loss with Usher syndrome.
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Fragmented or distorted information may occur with a vision and/or hearing 
loss.  
Give an example of a real student and missing or distorted information 
Example: an adult person with deaf-blindness not knowing that the internal 
portion of an apple was not red because she only was taught that apples were 
red
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Reading cues is an ongoing communication skill.   Deaf-blindness often 
means limited ability to read communication partner / caregiver cues.
Communication can occur through facial expressions, body movement, 
gestures, sign language, words, etc. 

A learner may use atypical actions or sounds to indicate needs that may be 
recognized by some caregivers / providers 
and not understood by others—based on familiarity with the student.
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*External / internal world confusion – learner’s understanding of where he or 
she leaves off and the world begins.

*Abstract concepts – the light from the moon, a cobweb, etc.

*Note trouble distinguishing between a concrete and an abstract concept.  
Concrete = apple.  Abstract = time tomorrow.  

*Important to set the stage by preteaching the needed concepts of a 
classroom task or lesson.  Concepts will need to be taught directly.
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Give an example of incidental information to help ensure the audience 
understands this concept (pencil sharpener).  
Example: a child is exposed to potatoes and all the many ways that a 
potatoes can be prepared … but does not know what a real potato feels like 
because he or she has never handled an uncooked potato.

All students should and must have access to the general education 
curriculum and content standards.

There is not a separate educational curriculum for learners who are deaf-blind 
(Note: Expanded Core Curriculum for students who are blind).
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*May need to highlight what task is the most key at a given time – moving 
through space successfully versus moving and being involved in a 
conversation.  
*Need to know the learner and be considerate of what task may need to take 
priority.

*Need to be able to move to help understand where you are in space.

*The role of the O&M Specialist is key for the use of early mobility devices, a 
long cane, travel instruction, etc.
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*Parents, Siblings, Teachers, Neighbors, Friends, and Peers are all affected
by the various needs and differences associated with hearing and vision 
losses.
*This can impact bonding, attachment, and relationship development 
tremendously.

*The early effects of these challenges can result in life-long social and 
emotional impacts.
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*Must address early concerns affecting feeding, sleeping, toileting.
*This domain may dominate early intervention / education / rehabilitation
*Health concerns may influence self care – e.g., catheters, feeding tubes

*Use of peers with age-appropriate self care.
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Presenter’s Notes:  
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Presenter’s Notes:  

List is hyperlinked. If you have internet connection, you can click on each of 
the underlined names to get directly to the site.
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Presenter’s Notes:

Research has proven that support variables affect a learner’s outcomes.  
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Presenter’s Notes:

Be sure to describe that this is a not a sequential list – but that each domain 
will be discussed separately.  One domain influences the next.

The project may want to switch the order of the slides per their perception of 
what comes first etc.
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Presenter’s Notes:

There is not a domain or aspect of a learner’s life that will not be influenced 
by dual sensory loss.  The more we understanding about the affects of 
deafblindness, the better we can work to alleviate and minimize potential 
challenges.
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Fortunately, there are a variety of partners and resources available to assist 
families
in responding to multiple disabilities that include sensory loss—
including the FAVI Deaf-Blind Collaborative.
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